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**Introduction**  
The papers of a journalist, nontraditional economist, environmentalist, futurist, and media executive, include publications, research files, correspondence, and audiovisual material. Also included is material she produced with her husband, Alan F. Kay.
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**Box List**

**Box 1**  
Lecture requests, 1993  
Lecture requests, 1992  
Declined 1992  
Event and trip files, 1992-1993 (100 folders)  
Event and trip files, 2004-2006 (3 folders)  
Requests, 2005-2006 (2 folders)

**Box 2**  
Event and trip files, 1990-1991 (4 folders)  
Event and trip files, 1995-1996 (121 folders)

**Box 3**  
Event and trip files, 1996-1999 (41 folders)

**Box 4**  
Event and trip files, 1999-2001 (24 folders)  
Event and trip files, 2003-2006 (16 folders)

**Box 5**  
Event and trip files, 2003-2005 (3 folders)  
Event and trip files, 2006 (6 folders)
Event and trip files, 2014
Katerva, 2006-2013 (2 folders)
World Federalists, 2002
World Future Studies Federation, 1997-2003
Thornton Parker - WBA, 1998-2002
Stuart Williams, 2013-2014
Green Garmento
Miscellaneous research files, 2011-2022 (2 folders)

**Box 6**
EMS - Bios and early correspondence, 1995-2017 (2 folders)
Correspondence, 2005 (2 folders)
Correspondence, 2006-2012
Pensions, 2005
Cleantech, 2006
Global Citizen Awards Ceremony speech, 1996
Dialogue with Ikeda, 2001-2002
Letters to the ECONOMIST, 1995-2001
Dalai Lama introduction, 2000-2001
Sino-Amer Development Corporation
FXTERS III, 1999
FXTERS, 1999
IAF Bob Olson, The Environmental Future
Paradigms of Encyclopedia of Environmental Politics, 1999-2000
Mexico futures, September 1994
Boulding book, 1994
National Postal Museum, 1992
Futurist - Women letter, 1996
Arthur Anderson, April 17-18, 1996
Worldpaper - Culture jamming, 1999-2001
Jobless Growth, 1993
*Preventing War and Global Recession*, 2001
*Greening the Global Economy*, 1992
*Building a Win-Win World*, 1997
Kooistra forward, 1996
Forward to *What if Boomers Can’t Retire?*- T. Parker, 2000
*Preventing War and Global Recession*, Hazel Henderson, 2001
Mexico speeches, 1993-1994
*Visions for the Future*, 1999
*Sovereignty Revisited*, 1999

**Box 7**
Research Articles
New auditing - Eco, Info, Social
Indicators clips, 1997-1998
Local indicators
Country futures indicators institute
Global indicators
QoL Research Exchange Group - Australia
Ideas-Paradigms
Cultural DNA, capitalism's many faces
Building a Win-Win World
Futures
SIMSOCs
Electronic money
Infosociety Issues, Telecoms - Policy - Privacy
Computer snafus
Firstenberg, Arthur, cell phone
Firstenberg, Arthur, microwaves
Political participation & electronic society
Electronic democracy

**Box 8**
Congressional information service
QoL Models - OECD 1n1
Writings, 2007-2017 (6 folders)
Miscellaneous research files, 2009-2016 (4 folders)
Hazel Henderson and Alan Kay Writings, 1993-2000
CALVERT

**Box 9**
Miscellaneous published material
Event and trip files, 1995-1999, 2016 (5 folders)
Miscellaneous files, 2018
HELIO
Hazel Henderson Poems, 2016
C-SPAN, press briefing, May 12, 1993
Miscellaneous printed photographs
Antioch video, January 2016
TARA Ashok, 2016
Schumacher UK, November 14-18, 2007
CANSEE, 2017
UNEP
Fintech
Geneva video
*Toward a Sustainable Future: A Pioneer’s Perspective* PowerPoint, 2014
Seiko Shimbun - *Ron-Ew*
Ethical Marketplace TV material, 2004-2006 (2 folders)
Ethical Marketplace radio material, 2004, 2015 (2 folders)
NEXUS - Jonah Wittkamper
St. Augustine
   Story of St. August
   Saint Augustine Historical
   Fort Moses Accord
   Bridge of Lyons
   Neighborhood association, 2010-2011
Ethical Marketplace contracts and agreements
   Media Venture
   UF Press
   Frontier TV
   Kanzaki, Junko Mou
Congressional Clearinghouse on the Future, 1970s
Denison memo, 1978
Loomis forward, by Hazel Henderson
IFIAS
Lindisfarne, 1976-1977

Box 10
Eco Dynamics Review, 1982
East-West Journal, 1982-1984
Co-Evolution Quarterly, 1975-1978
National Forum article, 1981
Utne Reader, 1984
Solar Age, 1981
New Age Journal, 1984
New agenda for 80s
Ms. Article, August 1979
Schumacher Society, 1982
Saturday Review, 1979
Sun Day, 1977-1979
Nobel-Nadeau
Le Monde Diplomatique
Inter Press Service (IPS) files, 1995-2000, 2002-2004
G-8 Econs in Retreat
Berlin Free University article, 1979-1980
TV agreements, 2013-2015 (6 folders)
World Academy

Box 11
Miscellaneous research files, 2004-2019 (2 folders)
Research files
   New Science
Climate economy
Global environmental risks (2 folders)
Cyber terror/crime
COP 21
Climate (2 folders)
General correspondence, 1992-1995 (8 folders)
Global TV (9 folders)
Carrera workshop, 1996
Sarah Bailey
Omega - Barbara M. Hubbard
Fritjof Capra
James Robertson, 1995
Satish Kumar, 1994
Directions to Hazel and Alan
Research files, 2014-2015
Agriculture/Food
Food
Biodiversity
Biomimicry
Electric utilities (2 folders)

Box 12
Reforming Elect Markets paper, 2015
Research files, 2014-2015
Wind
Solar jobs
Renewables
Solar technology
Clean energy
Share economy (2 folders)
Crowdfunding (2 folders)
Correspondence, 2002 (5 folders)
Miscellaneous research files (2 folders)

Box 13
Writings
Should Business Tackle Society’s Problems?, 1968
Access to the Media: A problem in Democracy, 1968
Politics by Other Means, 1970
Radical Capitalism, 1970
Computers: Hardware of Democracy, 1970
Toward Managing Social Conflict, 1971
Toward an Economics of Ecology, 1972
Ecologists versus Economists, 1973
The Family and the New Economy
Southern Voice
Creating Alternative Futures
Information and the New Movements for Citizen Participation, 1974
The Decline of Jonesism, 1974
Mirroring the Future
The New Woman
Limitations of Traditional Economics in Making Resource Decisions, 1975
Nudging Society off its Macho Trip, 1975
No to Cartesian Logic, 1975
L’action des groups de citoyens pour un monde plus equitable, 1976
Citizen Movements for Greater Global Equity, 1976
The Future of Futurism, 1976
Success Comes by Failures, 1976
Understanding Growth Baits the Hook of Inflation, 1976
Some Corporations are Going to Have to Be Allowed to Decline, 1976
Statements before the Joint Economic Committee, 94th Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C. November 18, 1976
Constraints Affecting the Future of the Packaging Industry, 1977
Redefining the Rights and Responsibilities of Capital, 1977
Kenneth Boulding’s Ecodynamics, 1977
Coming of the Solar Age
Thanks, OPEC, we needed that, 1978
The Future is Ours, 1978
A Minority Report, 1978 (2 folders)
No Failure Like Success, 1978
Economics: It Leaves Out People, 1978
Futurists Disputes Denison Report, 1978
Economics: A Paradigm Shift is in Progress, 1978
Jumping to the new safety-net economy, 1979
The Changing Corporate-Social Contract in the 1980s, 1979
The Experts Polled, 1979
Creating Alternative Futures, 1980
The Squeeze on the Middle Class, 1980
How Big is Too Big?, 1980
The Last Shall be First, 1980s Style, 1980
OMNI interview, 1980
Hazel Henderson on Earth Economics, 1981
The Politics of the Solar Age, review, 1981
Shifting Gears: From Economic Growth to Human Development, 1993
Economics as Advocates, 2005
Banking on a Sustainable Future?, 1998
Education: Key Investments in the Wealth of Nations
Writings, 1996-2000
Mr. Bush’s Win-Win Option and Preventing War and Global Recession, 2001
The Attention Deficit Economy, 1995
Economics Conversion in the 1990s, 1991
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A Scorecard to Track America’s Progress Toward the Electorate’s Goals, 1992
Sustainable Communities: Safety Nets in Today’s Global Casino, 1995
Hazel Henderson articles, 1992-1998
The Politics of the Solar Age, review by Ruth Mountaingrove
Improving Congressional Control of the Budget
Miscellaneous research files (4 folders)
Rethinking Money, Lietaer and Dunne (2 folders)
Transforming Finance, press clips
Fintech 2016 (5 folders)

Box 14
Green Transition Scoreboard (GTS), 2018-2020 (14 folders)
New clips, 2019
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2018 (2 folders)
Climate, 2019
Untitled book
Supreme Court

Box 15
Miscellaneous marketing material
Event and trip files, 2017-2018 (8 folders)
Miscellaneous research files, 2017-2018 (4 folders)
Complexity Science, 2012
Systemic Views, 2009
Writings
From Economics to Systems Theory and New Indicators of Development, 1990
Americans Want Energy Retrofit, 1990
Measuring progress: not by GNP alone, 1990
Think Globally, Small-Business Owners: A Futurist’s Advice, 1990
Thinking Globally - Acting Locally, 1990
G-15: A Different Economic Summit, 1990
Introduce ‘Green’ Tax, 1990
Woman of Ideas: Hazel Henderson, 1990
Economics demolition and reconstruction, 1990
Beyond Economism, 1990
From Economics to Systems Theory and New Indicators of Development, 1990
Futurist wants to answer ‘America’s post-Reagan wake-up call,’ 1990
Measuring progress: not by GNP alone, 1990
Interactive Productive System of an Industrial Society, illustration, 1990
Re-Defining the Wealth of Nations, 1991
Lightpath Technologies statement
Hazel Henderson: Merging Economics with the Environment
New ‘Scorecards’ for Measuring Prosperity, 1991
Public Leads Leaders in New World Vision, 1991
Beyond the traditional ‘bottom line’ of business and government, 1991
Toward a New ‘New World Order,’ 1991
Defrock the Economists: We Need New Thinking, 1991
Mercenary Economy, 1991 (2 folders)
Population: it’s rights and resources, 1991
New Markets, New Commons, New Ethics: A Guest Essay, 1991 (3 folders)
Challenges must be met with courage and vision, 1991
Information is Cracking the Global Money Monopoly, 1993
Thinking Globally and Acting Locally--A New Scorecard of America’s Progress, 1993
Votes and Prices: The Feedback for Democracy, 1993
Needed: a Score Card on National Growth, 1993
Information: The World’s New Currency, 1993
The Non-Money Economy, 1993
Social innovation and citizen movements, 1993 (2 folders)
Paradigms in Progress, 1993
Ethical Implications of Agenda 21, 1993
Edes talouden kasvu ei luo tyopaikkoja, 1993
Enhancing the Tools of Democracy, 1993
Investing: Positive Indicators, 1993
IAFP Convention articles
Redefining Wealth and Progress, 1993
Global Networks, 1993
RX for Jobless Growth: Environmentally Sound Full Employment, 1993
Causes of “Jobless Growth” Under Noses of G-7 Leaders, 1993
Environmental Perspectives on Global Communications Infrastructure, 1993
Information is Cracking the Global Money Monopoly, 1993

Box 16
Writings
The Role of Social Indicators, 1993
Paradigms in Progress: Life Beyond Economics, 1993
A New Scorecard to Track America’s Progress Toward the Electorate’s Goals, 1992
New Paradigms in Economics and Beyond Economism, 1993
Shifting Gears, 1993
Money vs. Wealth, 1988
Mutually Assured Development, 1987
China: Key Player in a New World Game, 1987
The Growth Counter Economy, 1987
Change and Choice, 1987
Hazel Henderson, interview, 1986
Riding the Tiger of Change, 1986
The Imperative Alternative, 1986
Hazel Henderson, interview, 1986
Economic Growth and Mother Nature, 1986
Ethical Investing, 1985
Economics is dead, long live ‘new economics,’ 1985
Post Economic Policies for Post-Industrial Societies, 1984/1985
The Global Transition to the Solar Age, 1984
Predicting, Prescribing for a Sick Economy, 1983
Politics of the Solar Age, review, 1982
Economic Jeopardy, 1982
Change or Crack!, 1982
The Terrytown Letter, 1982
Citizenship in the Solar Age: Thinking Globally, Acting Locally
How Will the Economy Restructure Itself?, 1982
Futurist Hazel Henderson seeks economic balance, 1982
Facing the Future with Hope, 1982
Will the real economy please stand up?, 1982
Predictions for the New Year, 1982
The politics of the solar age, 1982
Henderson’s Discovery of Alternative Futures, 1982
Henderson - a feisty critic - blasts the ‘economic experts,’ 1981
Reaganomics - The Future Through a Rearview Mirror, 1981 (2 folders)
False Economy
Author Talks Of What Future Could Be
The Decline of Jonesism, 1974

Energy Transition, 2004
Oil, OPEC, and energy research and conferences, 2000, 2004 (3 folders)
Chile local sustainability certification, 2002
Various indicator projects, 2000-2001
Realty Check Canada, 2001
Euro Commission - Jochen Jesinghaus, 2002
Health Canada - Trevor Hancock, 2002
GH.com
   PR - 25th Anniversary, 2001
   Organization chart and correspondence, 2001-2002
Calvert-Henderson
   1993-2002
   Quality Indicators, 2002
   Correspondence and writings, 2005-2008

Box 17
EMTV
   Transcripts
   Interviewees questions
   Walking the Talk companies, auditors
   Programs 1-13
   Hazel Henderson scripts
   Shows 101-113
   Show 101 “Redefining Success”
Show 102 “Global Corp. Citizenship”
Show 103 “The Love Economy”
Show 104 “Green Building Design”
Show 105 “Community Investing”
Show 106 “Fair Trade”
Show 107 “Women Owned Biz”
Show 108 “Energy Alts”
Show 109 “Shareholder Activism”
Show 110 “Transformation of Work”
Show 111 “Clean Food--Organic Agriculture”
Show 112 “Health and Wellness”
Show 113: “SRI: Climbing New Mountains”
FCCJ Kathy Clower
TV SRI-pension segments
Energy, 2005

Box 18
Event and trip files, 2003-2004
TV GTGE, 2006-2007
“Special” venture capital, underwrit, NC
Correspondence
Carbon trading
Venture show clips
Cleantech clips
Green energy
Chronological log
October 1998
November 1998
December 1988

Box 19
Chronological log
March 1999
April 1999
November 1999
University of Florida
Department of Continuing Education (DOCE), 2006-2007
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), 2015
Library Creating Alternative Futures (CAF), 2017
Event and trip files, 2015-2016
Environmental, social, and governance (ESG): USA-China, 2022
China license, 2005
Eliminating War! by Alan F. Kay and Dan Smith, 2009
Ladislau Dowbor memo, 2009
Prestel & Partner London, Tiffany, 2017
Alan Kay and Hazel publication
Writings, 1995-2020
Global Innovation Commons, David Martin, 2009
CDI, 2008
Miscellaneous articles

**Box 20**
Hazel Henderson early indicators
Flynn research, 1998-1999
Media lists, 2002
Calvert-Henderson
   Correspondence, 2004
   Correspondence, 2005
   Correspondence, 2005-2006
   Correspondence, 2006-2007
   QoLI advisory board, 2005
   QoLI general clips, 2004-2005
USA-EU comparisons, 2003-2005
GH.com
   Advisory board, 2001-2003
   Hazel Henderson forward, 2002
Pocantico Hills statement, 2002
Indicators clips, 2003
CPI measures, 2001-2004
Productivity stats, 2004-2005
Event and trip files, 2003, 2017-2018 (4 folders)
Amana-Key, 1995-1997
Video and television material, 2001-2003 (20 folders)

**Box 21**
Anticipatory Risk-Mitigation, Peace-Building Contingents (ARM-PC), March 1996
FXE Round II,1998
FXE paper, March 1995
Institute for Alternative Futures, 1990
China article, 1998
*Business Ethics* mag, 1995
*Futures Research Quarterly*, 1985-1989
“Poor Europe,” 1990
*Sojourners* “Building a Living Democracy,” 1990
Middle East oil articles and clips, 1990
Indicators article for Panos, 1990
G-15 economic summit for *Christian Science Monitor*, 1990
*Business and Society Review*, 1979
Articles, 1970s-1980s
*Future Survey*, 1987-1989
UNSIA
Iran-oil, 2006
*Global Wealth Databook*, 2011
Commons/public goods, 2012

**Box 22**
Video and television material, 1998-2006 (6 folders)
Radio materials, 2000-2008 (11 folders)
Interview for Csikszentmihalyi, 1990
National Press Club, 1993-2005
Seana Steffen interviews for book, 2010
Event and trip files, 1997-1998
- Healthcare Leadership Conference
- Smithsonian “Campus on the Mall”
- United for a Fair Economy
- Presbyterian Church USA, Nashville, Tennessee
- Consultation on UN Reform, New York
- Paul von Vard visit
- HDR meeting
- John Ruggie appointment
- Festival of Mind, Body, and Spirit
- University of Peace Santa Fe
- Sweden
- The Bridge, Australia
- Policing the Global Economy, Geneva
- World Times, India
- Schumacher College, London (2 folders)
- Conference on World Affairs, Colorado
- Environmental Choices, Virginia
- “The Next 20 Years,” Chicago
- Earth Day, Sarasota, Florida
- Columbia Earth Institute, New York
- People’s Summit, Birmingham, UK
- Kostroma, Russia
- Anderson Consulting, Las Vegas
- World Conference on “Cultivating an Eco-Society”
- CCIC In Common Lecture
- Ethics and the Culture of Development, Cuba
- Making a Profit While Making a Difference, New York
- Big Sur, California
- EcoFem, Finland
- UNDP, New York City
- Mitla and HH FCCJ
- Global Learning with US Aid
- North-South Roundtable
- Center for Visionary Leadership, Washington, D.C.
- Brainstorming Global Meeting, Washington, D.C.
Moving the Economy Conference, Toronto, Canada
Fellowship of Reconciliation, Indiana
Millennium Project planning committee, Chicago
Council on IDEAS, New Mexico
Castle Bori, Slovenia
Gathering of Rainbow Warriors, Zaca Lake
Brahma Kumaris, Oxford, UK
Leadership Florida
Global Dialogue Institute, Boston
Philosophers Meeting, Geneva
Lindisfarne Association, Santa Fe, New Mexico
AIESEC 50 Anniversary Congress, Finland
World Federalists, Finland
Sisters of Loretto, Colorado
Financial Women International
Florida Recycle Day, Fall 1998
Council for Sustainable Development of Central Asia, China
Japan
International Conference on Sustainable Investment, Amsterdam
Global Accords for Sustainable Development, MIT
Soka Gakkai International
Korea (2 folders)
Calvert Group Advance Meeting, Boston, Massachusetts
The Madison Institute
Money Matters Institute, Middleburg, Virginia
World Business Academy, Chicago
School for Global Consciousness, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Boston Research Center
Forum 2000
Catholic Health East, Florida
Findhoon Foundation, Scotland
Getty Info INST/LA
March on DC for Peaceful Energy
Globetree Conference, Stockholm
The Message Company, Mexico
Petra Kelly Award Jury, Berlin, Germany

Box 23
Flash crash, May 2010
Shorting--derivatives, 2009
Financial transaction tax (FTT), 2009
Alan Kay and Hazel publications
*Occupy World Street* by Ross Jackson and Henderson, 2012
Venezuela--Bracho Paraltino, 2003
China-Venezuela meeting, 2005-2006
American Society for Cybernetics, 2000
Chaos--Santa Fe Institute
Infrastructure municipal services--post-Cold War planning
Informal economy
Debt trap--corporate finance, 2001
Asian meltdown and recovery, 1997-1999
Tax debates
Banking futures--financial
World Summit on Sustainable Development, Johannesburg, 2002
Fed/policy
NAFTA
Free trade green theories

Box 24
Event and trip files, 1997-1998
   TODA Institute, Sydney, Australia
   Columbia University Earth Institute, Arizona
   Edmonton/Parklands Institute, Canada
   World Watch Board Meeting, Washington, D.C.
   Brahma Kumaris, Oxford
Letters to Hazel Henderson, 1997
Research files
   Solar (2 files)
   New Technology
   Living Machine
   Innovation, OTA Bill
   Bitcoin
Biomimicry reports
Biomimicry news clips, 2012
David Martin, M-CAM
Launch of Beyond Waste, 2012
OBERLIN project - David Orr, 2011-2016
UNEP, 2011
UNEP, CEO briefing, 2010
Tomorrow’s Natural Business, 2011
UNIDO Green Industry report, 2011
The Next Synthesis, Wes Jackson, 2011
Addressing Climate Change, Allan Savory, 2010
Eco-Enterprises Fund, Tammy Newmark, 2000
Upcycle Gyres, 2012
Common Good Investing, 2011-2012
Jerry White, 2018
Grantham-LSE, Nick Robins, 2018
Ara Besque, 2019
Green Biz, 2012
KEMA, 2012
UN-SG 2012
UNDP Energy for poor, 2012
Carbon Waroom, 2010
Energy efficiency, 2011
REN, 2012
Ernest Young, REN UN
Ecofys, 2012
ACEE-Energy Efficiency, 2012

**Box 25**
Global deflation, 2003
Deflation, 1997
Deficits
Clintonomics
Budget battle, 1996
Economic theory
Marx v. Smith global sustainable development
Techno/econ. Theories of productivity
Forum 2000 conference
Global Infrastructure Fund (GIF)
Global Business Network
Green Cross Geneva
Global Transition Initiative
Driart Miha Pogacnik
IMSA Netherlands
Interaction Council, London
European Commission
International Society for Ecological Economics (ISEE)--U.S. Society for Ecological Economics
Video--peace conference, the Hague, May 1999
Australian broadcasting, December 1994
Wisdom TV
Capital missions
Change the Game!
Groupe de Lisbon, Rome 1997
Via3--Green your office
Mark Donohue Expansion Capital Partners--Advisory board
GRACE program, Alice Slater
ManyOne, St. Augustine, 2000
Now Enterprise Works Worldwide ATI council, 1995
AMANA--Brazil, Krogman and Sachs videos, 1995-1997
Bullfrog Films, Inc.
Event management
Global marshall fund paper, 2005

**Box 26**
Annual Energy Outlook, 2012
Beyond Boom and Bust, 2012
Background clips, 2012
National Energy Renewable Laboratory, 2012
OECD, 2012
WEF - Deloitte Manufacturing, 2012
Visuals, 2012
Press clips, 2012
Volans breakthrough, 2013
UNDSGA Guidebook, 2013
Green Economy guide, 2013
ILSR solar roofing, 2012-2013
Sustainable Society Index, 2013
Energy efficiency, 2012-2013
Nukes-fracking debates, 2013
Green finance - REITS, tax, etc.
Opportunities in Responsible Investing, St. Andrews, 2012
Green Transition Scoreboard (GTS)
  Q1 2012, financial draft
  Press pick-up, 2012
  Biomimicry, 2013
Research files
  Climate 2013
  China 2012
  Wind 2012
  Solar 2012-2013
Adamantine Press, 1993
Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2004-2005
Futures, 1993
GTGE, 2010
STYLUS royalties, 2011-2013
Hazel Henderson publications and contracts
  Kumarian Press, 1995-2003
  Values of the Wise
  Earth Charter, 2005
  US-Japan book, Middleway press
  Chelsea Green e-book, royalties, 2013
  Power of Yin, contract
  Power of Yin, book
  ICAEW contract, 2013
  Duke contract, 2014
Social Venture Network, 2004-2006
Econo Forecast, WBA, 2005-2006
CAPRA, 1997-2002
Conscious Evolution Course, B-M-H, 2000-2003
Jean Houston, 1996-1997
Schumacher lecture, 1989
Paper for Germany, G8, 2006-2007
Nassim Taleb, 2007-2008

**Box 27**
Calvert video, 2007
Writings, 2017-2019
  Success
    *The Secret to Wealth is Gratitude*
Club of Rome
Club of Rome, Beyond GDP, 2005-2008
BAKU, 2009
Event and trip files, 1998-2012 (4 folders)
Worldshift 20, 2012
SG1 peace proposal, 2012
ICAEW London, 2012
Finance Innovation Lab, 2009-2014
Feminism - Election, 2008
Resurgence, Climate Prosperity, 2009
“Changing the Game” SRI in the Rockies, 2009
Real Economies in Visions of Abstraction, 2010-2011
Global Marshall Plan, 2004
Potsdam Declaration, 2005
Korea Times, 2008
Finding Ethical Alpha, 2014
International Society of Sustainability Professionals Hall of Fame, 2013
Jean Houston
Ernst von Weizsaecker, 2014
GOI Club of Budapest, 2014
Event and trip files, 2008-2016 (5 folders)
Writings
  *The Gated Communities of Capital*
  *The Politics of Economics*, 2009
  *What’s the Matter with Google?*, 2014
Andy Williams, 2019
Brian Cady, 2020
Bill Hinchburger, 2018
Internet Social Forum, 2013-2015
Financial Management interview, 2016
Buckminster Fuller Institute award, 2015
Club of Rome, 2015
Edw. Elgar Book, 2017-2018
Box 28
World Future Society contract, 2015
Ethical Markets TV release contracts, blank
Social Media in Crosshairs, Government
Envision Solar webinar, 2016
TV contracts and segments
  Monica Sharma, 2018
  Paul Ellis, 2019
  Vicki Robin, 2018
  Bushnell TV, 2018
  Transforming Finance, 2013-2015
  Marcello Palazz, 2015
  Terry Mollner, 2015
  Frank Dixon, 2015
  Englander, 2015
  Jon Mills, 2015
  US Trust, 2017
  Linda Crompton, 2017
  Wayne Silby, 2017
  E.O. Wilson video, 2017
  TV for SRI “Pioneer” talk, 2016
  Tessa Tennant, 2016-2017
  EM TV, unconfirmed, 2016
  Bob Graham, 2016
  Alice Tepper-Marlin, 2016
  Thais Corral, 2016
  Patricia H. Kelso, video, 2016
  Flagler TV, 2015
  Bushnell TV, 2013-2015
  Bushnell TV, 2017
  Chris Zelov, 2016
  Glass Onion, 2007
  Jeff Sachs and N. Taleb, 2008
Books ordered, 2001-2007
Books sent, 2002
Administrative file, 2001-2006
WAAS Education, 2021
Future of Money, WAAS, 2019-2020
Global Leadership (GL) 21, 2020
Earth, INC. India, 2020
Inequality - Populism Globalization, 2019
Paradigm Shifted, 2019
CO2 tax, 2019
Green New Deal

Box 29
Writings

*Proactive Proposals*
*Markets’ Growing Problem Twins: Advertising and Trading, 2019*
*The Politics of Connectivity, 2019*
*Silicon Valley Karam: Faith in Electricity, 2019*
*Steering Our Powers of Persuasion Toward Our Human Future, 2019*
*Lessons Looking Back From 2050, 2020*
*Pandemic Priority: Daily Free Tests for All!, 2020*
*Evolving Markets in Metaphysical Reconstruction, 2020*
*The Economy of Tomorrow: Towards a paradigm shift, 2021*

*Eating Microbes, 2022*

BIS - Basel, 2010-2011
Public Banking Institute, Ellen Brown, 2011-2013
GDP - Globescan survey, 2020
EM IP updates, 2006-2007
Public Forum Institute, 2007
World Steward - Esalen, 2008
Earth advertising, 2007
RSA, 2007-2008
Amana-Key proposal, 2011
AQAL Investing, Mariana Bozesan, 2012-2013
World Future Council, 2011-2012
Grain Pro. Incorporated
SOLARIA, 2001-2002
Equal Access
Oil Change International, 2011
Shanghai Environmental Protection Shareholding Company
Sino-American Development Corporation

Box 30
TV GTGE, 2007

*Green Finance*
*IC transcripts*
*Green Tech*
*Green Tech transcripts*

Ethical Markets transcripts
EM - IC TV, 2006
Cleantech, 2006
Ben Bingham, 2016
Carl Hodges, 2014
Brendan Cassidy, 2013
Robert Rubinstein, 2021
Linda Crompton, 1990-2000
Tim Fredundlich, Calvert, 2002-2003
Simon Clarke, Bloomberg, 2011
Hank Patton files, 2007-2008 (3 folders)
Ethical Interest Rates, 2005
Miscellaneous TV material
St. Augustine Chamber of Congress, 1992-1996
The Trilateral Commission, 1992
The Whistler Foundation, 1990
WETV Ottawa, 1998
Copenhagen, 2009

Box 31
Research files, 2014-2018
  Green Finance/Investments (2 folders)
  Cryptocurrency
  Blockchain
  Philanthropy
  Energy Storage, Batteries, Efficiency
  Debt
  Transport
  Infrastructure
  Cities
  Water (2 folders)
EM board meeting, May 11, 2005
EM contracts, DC meeting, 2004
The China Greentech Report, 2012
H.R. 5460
Miscellaneous research files, 2008-2010

Box 32
Event and trip files, 1994-1996 (79 folders)
Iceland, 2010
UNDP, Human Development Report, 1997
Miscellaneous photographs
Book-Pictures

Box 33
Futures
Research files, 2014-2017
  Green Economy/Bonds
  Climate Bond Standards
  Green Growth
  Green Jobs
Green Energy Transition (3 folders)
Venture Capital
Global Geo-Politics

Box 34
Research files, 2014-2018
NASA-GEO
SDGs (2 folders)
FFDev
Coal/Oil
USA Energy Politics
Greece
Iran
Global Development Bonds, Susan Davis
Virtuous Circle Global Bond Fund
DHF - Semi participants information
Frank Bracho/Chavez
Ellen Brown
Global Leadership and Sustainable Success (GLASS)
Allied Vaughan
Better Life Media
Robert Cerreuta and Gretchen Hagle
Hagle/Cerreuta - TV sponsors
Green Brazil Index
Employee Policy and Procedures
Ethical Markets Sustainability Research Group/City planning process, 2009
Board membership, 2015
Cosimo, Inc, agreement, 2013
Contract for Publishing License, 2013
Pamela Davis Investigates, 2013
Ethical Markets Media retreat, 2013
Ethical Marketplace 2003-2004, email and background files (3 folders)
Endobility termination of contract, 2014
Japan, GNP Growth-Q. L. Society

Box 35
Ethical Marketplace
  1st board meeting, 5-10--5-11-2005
  Rinaldo and Men’s Wearhouse
  Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) affair
  2004 financial statement
  Investing in E.M., Andrea’s drafts, Nov. 2004
  Gary’s updates
  Hazel Henderson/Gary agreement, 2-9-2004
  E.M. creation, 10-2003 + Alan F. Kay
  E.M. trademark agreement
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Global polling
Doug Miller’s letter to six “foreigners,” 10-25-1999
Yougov.com
Multinational polls environics, Chris Watts
Harwood Group
Environics and Gallup International, Doug Miller
Globescan, 12-2003+
“Inside Presidential Polling,” Steeper book
World Business Academy 4-2008+, Rinaldo Brutoco
World Security Institute (WSI) 9-25--9-26-2008 trip
Villers, Phil
Janet Tavakoli
Elisabet Sahtouris
SPARC 7-1998, Corrine and Gordon
Somavia, Juan
Shulsky, Rena 2-1994+
Sharp, Gene, Albert Einstein Institute
Perking, John
Ornstein, Norm
Mustard, Dorothy
Mitchell, Edgar and Ana de Campos, 2000+
Cynthia McKinney, Joan McKinney event, 4-20-1994
McCurry, Michael, 4-1991+9-1994
Lovins, Biotech
Lindisfarne, 8-1993
Landay, Jerry M.
Japanese/English oriental language history, 2007
Kiuchi, Tachi, 1997
Alex Kochkin and Jean Houston
Kull, Steve, 2008+
Friends Committee on National Legislation, 11-2008+
Global Marshall Plan, Larry Korb
Global TV, 1993+
Global television for BSR/SVN
Green Seal, 1993+
Hayes, Denis, 1994+2002+
Holt, Rush (for cong.), 8-1998+
Kay: adding a questionnaire to tax returns
Gould, Gordon
Instit. for Multitrack Diplomacy
Barbara Marx Hubbard
Paul Walker
WAND (Women’s Action for New Directions)
Event 2-7--2-8-2007
Offer cannot be refused
ACCESSION CA6692
HAZEL HENDERSON PAPERS

Susan Shaer 6-13-2007+ for Nancy Pelosi
WAND
Helping Democrats, Susan Marzilli Shaer
Advisors, Susan Shaer, 3-2007+
WAND 1993+

Global commission to fund UN (2 folders)
Arecibo, Jon Hagen, 11-2001
Global bond fund, 1997
Key ATI articles/blurbs
Value changes
Calvert, 1996
POP Conference, Cairo
Forum 70, 1970
New Zealand, July 15-24, 1990

Box 36
CPA--Germany, Peter Matthies, 2009
Rio+20 conference, 2012
Zurich--BSR (Business for Social Responsibility), 9-2003
SEBRAE-EM 10-20-2003
Planet 2025, S. Lovine
JUST Capital
JUST Capital (2 folders)
Deepak Chopra JUST 100
JUST Capital Foundation

Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN), 2017
Creating Alternative Futures: The End of Economics, 2017
Money
Money--beyond banks, 2014-2015
Hazel Henderson and Alan F. Kay on money, 1992-2007
The Sovereignty Proposal, 1996
UNEP inquiry, Nick Robins and Simon Zadek, 2014
UN inquiry report, 2015
Social innovation book, 2000+
Rating agencies
ESG-SRI Biz. 2014-2015 (2 folders)
Green Transition Scoreboard (GTS)
Reports, 2011-2014
Reports, 2014-2020
Batteries and Storage Charging the Green Transition, 2015

Box 37
New Economics Foundation, London
Campaign to reshape global economy
TOES (The Other Economic Summit) 1999, DC
ACCESSION CA6692  
HAZEL HENDERSON PAPERS

UNRISD  
Geneva--Green Cross International  
M. Strong, UN standards, 1998  
State of the Future Millennium Project  
Radio for Peace International, Costa Rica  
TEF Jan Oberg  
ILO--Geneva, 2003 (2 folders)  
United Nations  
UN global compact (2 folders)  
UNEP--finance  
GCF UN--UN bashing  
UN, 2005  
UNDP global public goods  
Financing the UN  
UN  
UN Commons treaties  
UNDP private section  
UNDP 7-27--7-28-1997  
UN Millenium Forum  
USA-UNA 2-1999  
UN Earth  
UN press briefing  
Sanctions  
WHO (World Health Organization)  
UBUNTU (2 folders)  
Wupertal Institute  
World Commission on Global Consciousness  
Economic theories, 1995

Box 38

*Ethical Markets: Growing the Green Economy*

Chapters 1-13  
Green Tech 2007  
Wal-Mart articles  
Findhorn Foundation, 1998  
Dee Hock, Chaordic Alliance, 2000-2001  
Don Conroy – I-CORE, 2001  
Committee on Monetary and Economic Reform  
Ecocity Builders, 2001  
Institute of Ecolonomics, 1997  
Healthy Communities, 1997  
HP World e-Inclusion  
LOKA Institute, 1997  
Simplicity Forum, 2001  
Progressio, Civic Enterprise Foundation, 1997  
Sierra Club correspondence, 2000
SUM Symphony Society, 1998
Solar Electric Light Fund
Conflict and Peace-Tap Low Court UK
Toffler Letter, 1994
Evy Warholm Nobel Prize
Center for Economic Conversion, 1992
William Burdette bio, 2005
World Innovation Foundation, 2007
Co-Op America, 1991
“Introducing Competition to the Global Currency Markets,” Henderson and Alan Kay
“Choosing a Win-Win World” by Hazel Henderson
“The President’s Analysts” 1996
“What’s Next in the Great Debate about Measuring Wealth and Progress” by Hazel Henderson
“The Ideal Self Interest” by Hazel Henderson
Pension Systems, 1996
Blurbs for books
Health articles, 2007
Globalization articles, 2007

Box 39
EPSTV, 2005
IPB Corporation termination of contract, 2008 (3 folders)
Correspondence, 2007-2009 (7 folders)
Articles
Conferences and Symposiums
  American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1985
  University of Hawaii, 1985
  University of Oklahoma, 1985
  Netherlands, 1984
  Memphis, 1985
  The Other Economic Summit, 1985
  Bonn-Bad Godesberg Forum, 1985
  Omega’s Summer Program, 1985
  Montana State University, 1985
  Michigan State University, 1985
  Santa Fe, Pecos River Conference Center, The Alliance for Learning, 1985 (2 folders)
  Army Research Institute Symposium, 1985
  World Future Society conference, 1984
  Esalen Institute, 1985
  Wilson Learning’s annual conference, 1985
  Science and the Wholeness of Life Cortona Week 1985
  Seton Hall University symposium, 1985
  Senior Executive Seminar, Civil Service Commission, Province of Ontario, 1985
  Hartford, CT, Joseph Zita Memorial Lecture, 1985
Box 40
Conferences and Symposia
  Albuquerque, NM, Re-Visioning New Mexico Conference, 1985
  The Future of Work and Health, Washington DC, 1985
  The Elmwood Institute, New Paradigm Symposium, Berkeley, CA, 1985
  League of Women Voters Annual Meeting, 1985
  Global Correspondents, 1986
  New News Show, Hubbard and Henderson
  Global Mapping for Planetary Media, 1986
  World Future Society Conference-WFTV, 1986
  Your World Network, Future Vision, 1986
  Planetary News Center, 1986
  Business Plan Marketing Research
  Advisory Panel, correspondence
  Teleconference, 1984-1985

TV Pilots
  CBS - Programs, 1978
  Contracts, 1982-1983
  Public relations responses, 1982-1984 (2 folders)

 Corporations
  TV proposal abstracts
  Bay area sneak preview, 1983
  Correspondence responding to proposals, 1978-1983
  Program enquiries, TV stations
  Hot underwriters
  TV funding resources

Distribution/Education
  Fort Mose

Box 41
Events and trip files, 1984-1986 (22 folders)
  Calvert, 1985-1986
  The United Nations University (2 folders)

Research files, 2019
  Food, un-sued
  Energy/CO2

Miscellaneous research files, 2018-2019 (3 folders)

Box 42
Miscellaneous research files, 2014-2019

Research files, 2014-2019
  GTS 2018 numbers
  Food/Agriculture
  Halophytes (3 folders)
Solar Coin
Skytop
PDP Nelis
John Schroeter
Peter Fusaro
MAHB
GEC
Green Economy Coalition
Bitcoin
Exponential Energy Fortunes
Green Economy
Climate Economy
GTS Visuals

Writings, 1994

*Information: The World’s New Currency Isn’t Scarce*
*Redefining Wealth and Progress*
*Paths to Sustainable Development*
*Testimony Before the Population and Quality-of-Life Independent Commission*
*Development Imperatives for the Future*
*Redefining Wealth and Progress*
Hazel Henderson, interview
*Information: The World’s New Currency Isn’t Scarce*
*HDI or GNP? Redefining Wealth and Progress*
*Scenarios*
* Emerging Era of Global Interdependence*
*The Changing Faces of Work In a Global Society: Implications for Human and Career Development*

Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) (3 folders)

**Box 43**
New Executive Director
Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (2 folders)
Sustainable Brands, KoAnn Skrzyniarz
*Eco-Tourism*
*Emerging Markets*
*GNP-National Indicators*
*MAI*
Papers on New Index
Development Debate
Biodiversity
*Sustainable Development Criteria*
*Social Indicators (2 folders)*
*Natural Resource Accounting*
*Green Taxes/Econ*
*Green Economics Macro-Policy*
Calvert agreement and PR approach, 1993-2000
Calvert (3 folders)

**Box 44**
EOLLS, Encyclopedia entry
Inter Press Service (IPS)
- Articles, 1997 (2 folders)
- Articles, 1996 (12 folders)
- Articles, 1995 (5 folders)
- Articles, 1994 (5 folders)
- Articles, 1993 (5 folders)
Book reviews, 1992-1997 (25 folders)
Book proposals and projects, 1995-1996 (10 folders)
Writings, 1995-1997
  - *The Attention Economy*, 1995
  - *Viewing “The New Economy” from Diverse Forecasting Perspectives*, 1997
  - *Welcome to the Global Casino*, 1997
  - *Who’s Defending the Global Commons?*, 1997 (2 folders)
  - *Road to a New Management Paradigm*, 1997
  - *Baby boomers arise!*, 1997
Source Magazine, Robert Rubinstein
Pecos River poem
Book press releases and ads (2 folders)
Writings, 1998 (23 folders)
Heinnch Boll Stiftung

**Box 45**
Research files (28 folders)
- Mediocrity
- Age of Light Paper
- Media Values Advertising
- FCC-Media Monopoly
- Brands
- Earth
- Climate Debate
- KYO to Climate
- Poverty/Racism
- Inequality, Caste-Class
- South Developing Debt
- International Forum on Globalization
- Cooperation-Commons W&W Rules-Computers
- Pensions/Social Security
- ESOPS-Gates
- Guaranteed Income
- Stock Options
Wall Street Crime, 2003
Cooperate Crime, 2002
Cooperate Sleaze
Cooperate Pork
Merger Mania
Privatization
Money Laundering
Risk Insurance
Housing/Bubbles?
Hedge Funds
AFEE
Earth Policy Institute
Earth Council
Euraisa Development Associates
Development Alternatives, Ashok Khosca-Gcfun
Green Transition Scoreboard (GTS) book drafts
  Chapters 1-2
  Chapters 3-5, 7

Box 46
Ethical Markets sustainable research, 2007-2008
Webex, 2007-2010 (2 folders)
AISO.net, 2008
Bridge One Global, 2011-2013
IPower Incorporated, 2007-2008
Network Solutions, 2006-2007
Matter Network, 2009
PR Newswire, 2007
Defining a New Economic Paradigm, UN report, 2012
Tomorrow’s Company, Force for Good, 2009
Ethical Marketplace, Editorial Board
  2004-2011
  2005
Mission Markets, 2008-2009
Othernews, 2018
Borsetta, 2018
United Nations, Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), 2011
Where Should Metals for the Green Transition Come From?, 2020
Signed releases, 1986
Jakob von Vexkull, 1983-1986
Investing Viable World script
Jean Houston
Robertson taping, 1983
Naisbitt, 1983
Socially Responsible TV, 1982-1983
National Health Service, BBC, Peter Draper, 1983
Norman Myers, TV, 1985  
*The Future of Self-Organizing Systems*, Trist, 1985  
C. West Churchman  
Dr. A.T. Ariyaratne, TV taping  
New York City, 1983

**Box 47**  
Finance and economic research files (9 folders)  
*The 93 Broadcasters’ Uplinker*, 1993  
Worldlink, 1990  
Bullfrog Films catalog, 2003  
Bullfrog Films, Video 2000  
*Video Conferencing via Satellite: Opening Congress to People*, 1979  
*The Next Thousand Years*, 2002  
Creating Alternative Futures, 1983  
PBS TV proposal, 2004  
*National Geographic*, February 2015  
WETV (2 folders)

**Box 48**  
*Scientific American*, 2012-2014  
*National Geographic*, January 2015  
*MIT Technology Review*, July/August 2013  
*Pacific Standard*, July/August 2013  
*The Edible Schoolyard*, 1999  
Inter Press Service (IPS) fact sheet  
*Earth Information and Entertainment for the Global Age*, December 1993  
*Life in Jacksonville: Quality Indicators for Progress*, November 1993  
*Life in Jacksonville: Quality Indicators for Progress*, November 1992  
*1991-1993 Green Index*  
Growing the Green Economy, 2006  
*Verbraucherverhalten in Hamburg zukunftsfähig*, 2001  
*Screen: CEP’s Social Responsibility Research Service*, September 1992  
*Sustainability Reporting Guidelines*, March 1999  
*Desarrollo Humano Sostenible in Costa Rica: una propuesta conceptual*, 1995  
*Social Development Review*, March 2000  
*Development and the Environment*, 1992  
*Sustainable Development in Colorado*, June 1994  
*Index of Environmental Trends*, April 1995  
*Environmental Success Index*, 1991  
*The Sunrise Report*, March 1987  
*Measuring Citizenship Project Notebook*, June 30, 1994  
*City Size and the Quality of Life*, 1974  
*Age and Arts Participation: With a Focus on the Baby Boom Cohort*, 1996
Miscellaneous reports
Conceptual framework, EOLSS
Index of Environmental Trends, August 1994
Expecting More Say: The American Public on its Role in Government Decisionmaking
Americas Talk Issues Foundation, April 22-26, 1999
Development, 1981
World Population Projections to 2150, United Nations, 1998
Environmental Indicators, World Resources Institute, May 1995
Television Trust for the Environment: Moving Pictures

Box 49
Earth Dialogues, 2002
ASRIA, 2001
Rethinking Bretton Woods, 1994
Latino America y el Caribe, 2001
2001 BEST Business Awards, media packet
BSO/ORIGIN annual report, 1990
Coming Clean: Corporate Disclosure of Financially Significant Environmental Risks, 2000
Global warming: element of risk, 1994
Pan-African Social Prospects Center
Rating environmental risk, December 1993
UK Social Investment Forum, directory of members, 1994-1995
Signals of Change, WBCSD
World Youth Social & Economic Conference, 1995
The Science Centre
The Prague Society, global panel, 2001
Canada’s National Sustainable Forest Management System Standards
Report of the National Task Force on Environment and Economy, 1987
The Caux Round Table
Global Data Manager, 1988
Economic/Environmental reports
Newsletters
Progressio Foundation
Seeds of Change, 1993 catalog
Challenge, July/August 1992
Managing a Nation: The Software Source Book, January 1987
The Body Shop International
Inter-American Development Bank
Frontier Perspectives, 1995
Healthcare Forum, January/February 1994
New York CSFI
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
The Copenhagen Centre, final announcement
Conference programs, 1993-2003
Appropriate Technology International (ATI)
Corporation For Enterprise Development (CFED)
Ecological Footprint Analysis
Leading the Future

Box 50
Research files
The Economist Indicators
Indicators on Women, Status, Health, unpaid Workforce, etc.
CFI-Abstract Summary
Duane Elgin, IONS Indicators
New Indicators Clips, 1994
More Indicators, clips, 1992-1993 (2 folders)
Indicators Clips, 1996
1995 Clips
St. Louis Indicators, Quality of Life, 2004
Interagency Work Group
Redefining Progress (2 files)
Inclusive Wealth Report
International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD)
New Economics, 1990, 1993
Life in Jacksonville: Quality Indicators for Progress, November 1991
United Nations studies and reports, 1994-1995 (2 folders)
Life in Jacksonville: Quality Indicators for Progress, November 1992
Reports
Planning for Peace Operations: A Training Package, volumes 1-2
What Creates Wealth? Individuals and Communities Respond, The Healthcare Forum

Box 51
Research files, 2005-2010
OTA-TA
Health 2010
Immigration
Education 2007
Digital Efficiency
Infotech Issues, 2007
Housing
Global Power Down
Hedge Funds-PE
In Global Compact
Reputation Risks
New Financial Rules
Europe 2006-2007
IMF
India
Power Shift-Global Sov. Wealth Funds
China October 2006
TARP-SIG
Econ Forecast
Global Currency Issues 2008-2009
Banks
Tech-In 2008
Econ-Banks-Currencies 2008
Commodities Speculations
Currencies 2004-2005
Greece
Finance Mess 2010
Climate Bonds

Box 52
Rachel’s Network (2 folders)
GOI Foundation--young entrepreneur’s global contest
Transforming Finance reunion of pioneers--SRI asset managers Nov. 18-20, 2011
CSRWire, Wayne Silby + Hazel Henderson article, 2012
Earth systems science, 2013
IIGCC investment in climate change, 2011
Climate 2011-2012
RI “Sustainable Emerging Markets,” 2010
Katherine Collins, Honeybee Capital
Women’s broker network
Martine
Conscious investors: Susan Davis, 2012
INCR standards stock exchanges Hazel Henderson comments, 2013
UNEP 2009, 2011
Cap and trade
Green finance, 2013-2014
Desert greening (2 folders)
GIJs Graafland Planck Foundation
Research files
Wind
Solar, 2014
Water, 2014
Geothermal
Efficiency
Utilities GTS, 2014
Electric vehicles, 2014
GTS investing, 2014
Hydrogen-batteries-storage
Steve Waddell
Knight Foundation
Jordan Kimmel Lebenthal, March 2021
GTS clips used, 2014
Visuals for GTS 2014 (not used)
Munk G7 group
Intermountain Sustainability Summit, March 18, 2021
Dr. M. McDonald, Global Resilience System

**Box 53**

NEXUS Global Jonah Wittkamper
SINGFIT Rachel Francine
“Halophytes for Social and Environmental Justice” Tori Martin, 2020
Dennis Bushnell
Skipp Lattner
Halophytes, 2019
Bill Halal
Media
Investment news
FAIRR
“Diet for a Small Planet” webinar, May 2020
“60 Minutes with Hazel Henderson” webinar, September 2020
Edward Saltzberg ASU GWU

Articles by Henderson, 2020-2021
  “Can AI Algorithms Ever be Ethical?”
  “Fixing the Money Meme”
  “China: Key Player in a New World Game”
  “Earth: Water Planet”
  “Steering Social Media Toward Sanity”
  “Time to Dethrone Economics”
  “Valuing Love Economies”
  “Technologies for Circular Economies”
  “Fixing the US Healthcare Disaster”
  “Enslaving Ourselves”
  “Rebooting our Human Future”
  “Evolving Info-Structure in our Information Age”
  “Time to Rethink our Technology Choices”
  “Reframing the Politics of Polarization”

Other
Reforming SCOTUS
Articles, 1990s
Articles, 2008
“Computers: Hardware of Democracy” 1970
Investor’s Circle
  November 2005+
Susan Davis
SR corporations, May 2005+
Green jobs, 2014
ESG-SRI, 2014
Asia Pacific Cities Summit, April 2003

Box 54

Cities
State & local economy
GTS 2014 bad news
Information technology
2004
2005
2006
Patenting business models
Attention economy
Tax subsidies to e-commerce
Digital divide
I-privacy
Internet crime
The new economy
US dot com shake out market slide 2000-2001
Articles by Henderson, 1989-1994
“Paradigms in Progress,” 1994
“Feeding on the Numbers” 1994
“Greening the GNP” 1993
“National Economy Indexes Aren’t Enough” 1989
“Beyond Economism: Progress is more than GNP” 1989
“China’s Reforms: From Economics to Systems Theory”
“Experts Divided on Jobs in the 90s”
“Mutual Development”
Worldwatch, 1994
Community Sustainability Resource Institute, 1994
Eco-justice Project Conference, Seneca (NY) 1994
Regrets/cancellations, 1993-1994
Articles 1991-2009
“Pashtunistan: The 193rd Member Nation of the UN?”
“Democratizing Finance”
“Social Innovation and Citizens Movements”
“Transnational Corporations and Global Citizenship,” 1999
“Championing the UN by Facing Down the Vandals”
Other
Henderson and Polygon, 1998
Virtuous Circle global bond fund
Debate with Julian Simon
UNSIA
Henderson/Houston letters
The best of Hazel Henderson, 1993
What’s wrong with economics, AFK perspective
Rosalinda Sanquiche
Business memos
Henderson to Barbara Hubbard on conscious evolution book
“Looking back from 2010” keynote, 1997
Investing in climate prosperity
Barter.com $100,000 investment, 2000
Blue energy--Martin Burger, 2000
Solar Electric Light Fund (SELF) $25,000 investment, 2000
State of the world
WETV, 1997 (6 folders)
Light Path LTPH, 1996+
World Times, Axel Leblois
“Smart” meters
Ojai Community Bank, Bob Secrast
Elise Boulding
Ben Cohen
Brown University Talk/Tufts, 1991
Thomas Maletta
Autex (4 folders)
Mark Albion

Box 55
Video interview, plant based foods, 2022
Warsaw—“Just Transition in Practice” Dec. 8, 2021, conference
“Fixing the Money Meme” American Visionary Conference, April 11, 2021
Email 2021 (2 folders)
Email 2020
Fugi Declaration and the Club of Budapest
Tri Martin Flagler College, 2020
Zurich forum, Nov. 2019 (2 folders)
ASU Global Futures Laboratory, March 2020
Find Horn 2020 – “Living the New Story” session, Feb. 2020
Kosmos Panel at Intergen Family Initiative, Miami, 2020
Email 2019
ASBC Summit, Washington D.C., Dec. 2019
Family Office Forum, Wiesbaden, Germany, April 2019
Family Office Forum, Singapore, March 2019
Skytop Strategies, 2017
Skytop Strategies, New York, Oct. 2017
May 8, 2015, impromptu lunch meeting
Forum 2000, Prague, 2012
Public Banking Institute, Banking on New Hampshire “Where’s the Money” Conference, 2015
Strategic Marketing Committee, Foresight Group, 2015
WAAS Webinar on Anticipation, 2015
Ivory Coast, 2015
Transition World, Denmark, May 2015
AFEE “Reforming Electronic Markets and Trading” 2015
UNPRI Academic Conference, Sept. 2015
Confluence/Philanthropy-Green Markets, 2015
Global Sustainability, Montana, 2012
Federal Reserve Board, George Washington University, 2015
Warwick Emerging Markets Forum, 2014
Earth Charter Webinar, May 7, 2014
World Future Society, Florida, 2014
Finding Ethical Alpha, St. Augustine, Florida, 2014
Women in Business World Summit, 2014
Launching the First Principles for Ethical Biomimicry Finance, Zurich, 2012
Conscious Investing Founders’ Retreat, 2012
SRI Conference, 2012
Research files
  Quantum Computing
  Facing Up to Inequality, November 2013
  Inequality
  Inclusive Prosperity/Inequality, 2014-2015
  Basic Incomes
  Jobs-Robots

Box 56
Miscellaneous research files (2 folders)
Research files
  Standards
  IEX-SEC 2016
  IEX, Brad Katsuyama
  Externalities
  HFT 2014-2015
  MSP Fed, 9th District
Gems from Earth-friendly Materials Science (GEMS)
  Lab Gems Science Certifications
  Conflict Gems/Pollution, NGOs
  Advertising Concepts
  De Beers-Tiffany
Article and early concept
Everledger, 2016
Ethical Markets GEMS (2 folders)
Elise Boulding book
Marketplace Radio pitches, correspondence
SIF-Message Committee
Thomson-Reuters Award
COSIMO
Wilson College, 2011
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission
EMM Two Retreats, November 2011
Correspondence, 2014
EMM-Accounting, John Sundeman
ST. Augustine Visioning
Omega Workshop (10 folders)
Alan’s PEGS Piece
House Procedures-Guests
Henderson
Votes and Prices
Social Innovation and Citizen Movements
Kellaway Workshop, 1994

**Box 57**
Green Brazil index, 2008-2009
House of Lords UK November 11, 2009
Correspondence, 2007-2008 (2 folders)
Dictionary of Ethical Politics, 2008
Event and trip files, 2008-2011 (13 folders)
Green Transition Scoreboard (GTS), 2015 (3 folders)
Culture wars
Post COP21 finance (2 folders)

**Box 58**
We Power America
Paul Ellis, Podcasts/TV
Boundless Investing, Michele Demers
Ethical Biomimicry Finance, Stuart Katherine
Penelope Morin
Daryl Roberts, EMM sr. correspondent
Jane Zhang
Etom-Tomato
Green Transition Scoreboard (GTS), 2015 (6 folders)
Carbon tracking, 2013
CDP Brazil, Giovanni Baronto
World economic forum green summary, 2013
REN21, 2013
Solar Atlas WWF, 2013
Q3 2012 and Q1 2013 visuals
ICAEW solar age paper, 2012-2013 (3 folders)
GDP, 2013
Climate

Box 59
Speeches, 1998 (9 folders)
EOLSS.org encyclopedia
21st Century Strategies for Sustainability, Foresight (5 folders)
New Currency foreword
Kyoto Planet
Gross National Happiness foreword
Schumacher College course, 2001 (3 folders)
Juan Somavia
Futures, 1997
Futures Research Quarterly
Future survey
LA Times + synd.
TIKKUN
“Defending the Commons,” UN etc. world paper
ActivMedia, Washington DC, December 1997
Anti-Cloning Initiative
“Welcome to the Global Casino!” 1997
UN NY Times ad, 1996
UN speech NYC, July 1997
Whole Earth “Defending the Commons,” 1998
Futures Foundation Australia
EuroSolar e.V
Brazil paper
David Cooperrider book
Hazel Henderson reprints, 1990 (2 folders)
Hazel Henderson reprints, 1995 (2 folders)
Michigan State University, April 2006
Vienna, 2006
Web links, 2006-2007

Box 60
Global Systems Initiatives, Washington, D.C., 2010
GlobalScan, Beyond GDP Survey Proposal, 2010 (2 folders)
Sustainability Survey, 2004
“The Evolution of Indicators of Quality of Life and Sustainability” 2010
Email 2011
Email 2012
Email 2013
Email 2014
ICC “Averting Another US Foreign Policy Disaster”
B-Corp, Seana Steffen, 2013
Broadband meeting, 2015
The 2020 Challenge: Evolutionary Bounce or Evolutionary Crash
Email-Dr. Monica Sharma, 2007
Rosalinda Lida
Contract Agreement between Ethical Markets and Preeti Simran Sethi
Lili Cole email
Occupy Wall Street Protesters
Damascus Designs-Debra Dennis
The Garden, A Love Based Economy and a care First World
Instituto Ethos
Green Economics, UK
Beyond GDP, Brussels, 2007 (2 folders)
EM Globescan Poll

**Box 61**
Web links
   2005-2006
   2006
   2006-2007 (2 folders)
Emails, 2006 (4 folders)
The THOMAS Corporation, Annual Report 1996
Oscar Moromura, 2020
The Autex Group
Emails/Investments, 2017-2018
World Security Institute (WSI), 2008
Ethical Marketplace
   Innovest
   Reception, RICO, December 2003
   Partner Correspondence, 2005-2007
Jeff Hunter
Jeremy Rifkin, 2017
Amy Zalman, EthicMark Awards, 2017
Health Integrative, Wayne Miller
Internet Social Forum (ISF), 2016
Wendy Stephenson, 2016
FRITJ of CAPRA, 2017
Beth Binns
World Bank, Craig Hammer
Falkehag
Calvert Group (2 folders)
Social Security Fica estimated, 1982
Box 62
Arthur Jacobs
Federal Reserve Bank, T-Bills
Fenton Mayio
Fenton letter, January 1, 1996
C-H.com content of website
Center for Governmental Responsibility, 1992
University of California, Davis
Research files
World Energy, Assessment-UNDP
Energy Issues
Bio Tech and Bungles
Bio Tech, 2004
Solar-Renewable
Solar cheaper than nuclear
Reports
Renewables, 2011
Green Growth
Dilemma, WEF, 2011
Carbon Tracker
Who Will Control the Green Economy?
Synapse, US Power Index, 2011
Roadmap 2050
Winners/Losers, 2011
Global Trends in Renewable Investment 2011
National Funding Entities, October 2010
Investing in America’s Economy, November 29, 2010

Box 63
Reports
Green Scissors, 2011
WWF, Enabling the Transition, 2011
Climate 2030, 2009
The 2020 Race to Post Oil
Public Support for Climate and Energy Policies in November 2011
Green Jobs, Brookings, 2011
Towards green electronics: Getting greener, but not there yet, January 2011
Mercer, 2011
Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation, 2011
Freshwater Use by U.S. Power Plants, November 2011
Assessing Water Risk, 2011
Recycling Rates of Metals, 2011
Providing all global energy with wind, water, and solar power, Part I, 2010
Handbook on Climate-Related Investing across Asset Classes
St. Augustine meeting, 2010
Miscellaneous research files (2 folders)
Research files
   IT-AI-Social media
   Space Junk 2019
   Internet reform
   AI 2018
   Government
World Academy of Art & Science (WAAS), 2018 (2 folders)
Book Reviews
Campaign for UN Reform, 1991-1994

Box 64
Research file, Future Capital
Articles
   EOLSS, The Role of Business and Industry, 2001
   The Future of Democracy Challenged in the Digital Age, 2018
Miscellaneous reports, 2010-2018 (10 folders)

Box 65
Miscellaneous reports, 2010-2018 (3 folders)
UN, Human Development Report, 2011
ECO-FYS, 2011
Research files
   Background, 2010-2011
   Press, 2011
   Rare Earths, 2011
   IMF Green, 2011
   Institute ETHOS, 2012
   Subsidies, 2009
   Miscellaneous, 2009
   Sustainable Brands
   MOOC
   Accelerated Learning
Publicity-Morin
Reports
   Smart Power Generation
   National Intelligence Council, 2013
UNEP-FI
Common Cause, 1995-1998
Box 66
Elevator, Len Weeks
Hans-Peter Duerr, *Some comments on “the challenges” of the Commission on Globalization*
Fourth Freedom Forum
Americans Talk Issues
FOMC Alert, 1998-2000 (2 folders)
Jay Correspondence, 1996
Susan Eisenhower
Eliminating War, 2008-2009
Entrex, 2009
Congressional Information Service
Computer World, Smithsonian
Copora replies
Requests 2003-2004 (2 folders)
Event and trip files, 2001-2003 (23 folders)
Event and trip files, 2007, 2009 (4 folders)

Box 67
Event and trip files, 1994-2013 (28 folders)
Writings
*Accounting for the Love Economy*, 1998
*Quality of Life: Issues and Questions*, 1998
Wired TV
*Markets and Regulators: Two Sides of the Same Coin*, 1998 (World Paper)
World Paper 1990
*To An Unsung Hero*, poem, 1995
*Social Innovation and Citizens Movements*, 1994
*The Real Wealth of Nations*, 1998
*The Politics on Aid: A U.S. Perspective*, 1998
*Benchmarking 21st-Century Economies*, 1995
NEF Booklet
Rio + 10 Statement
Inter-American Development Bank, paper, 2001
*Looking Back from the 21st Century*, 1997
Challenge, 1996
Tomorrow, *The View from Civil Society*
Malaysian Book, 2001
FOMC article, 2000
Mongillo, Hazel Henderson bio
Three Japan articles, Nikkei Ecology
Journal of Practical Estate Planning
GLASS, November 8, 2011
Steph Mills correspondence, 2009
Dag Hammarskjold Foundation (2 folders)
UN Global Compact, 2004

**Box 68**

Journals/Magazines
- Business Ethics, 2000-2005
- The American Prospect, 2016-2019
- Miscellaneous

Levy Economics Institute of Bard College
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
Oneida Nation
New America Foundation
Findhorn Foundation, 2018
The Nippon Foundation
The Dallas Institute of Humanities and Culture, 2019
The Club of Rome, members list, 2005-2006
TODA Institute
Financing for Development, 2002
The Global Compact
Cato Institute

Membership directories
- Rachel’s Network, 2012
- The National Press Club of Washington, 2004-2005
- The Club of Rome, 2005-2006
- Globe International
- The Scientific and Medical Network, 1998

Event programs
*FYI: Directory of News Sources & Information*, 1993

Miscellaneous reports
The National Foundation for Alternative Medicine

Book catalogs
*Business & the Contemporary World*, 1996

**Box 69**

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
Fintech webinar, 2016
Event and trip files, 2016-2017 (6 folders)
Chronological files
- 2009
- 2009-2010
2012
2015
2016
Research files
Fintech
Brexit
AI Chips, 2015
Algorithms, 2016-2017
Automation (2 folders)
Drones
Internet of Things (IoT), 2015
Event and trip files, 2004-2008
Email, 2013

Box 70
Hazel Henderson updates (2 folders)
Requests for articles, 2001
Event and trip files, 2003-2005 (7 folders)
Brasil visa documents,
Red Herring interview, 1998
Writings
  *Building a Win-Win World: Life Beyond Economic Warfare*, 1998
  Forward for Willis Harman’s book
  *Viewing “The New Economy” from Diverse Forecasting Perspectives*, 1997
  *Truth in Advertising Assurance Set-Aside (TIAASA)*, 1997
  World Futures Article, *The Evolutionary Outrider*, 1998

ARPEL
Hazel Henderson citation, Estado de Sao Paulo, Brasil
Writings, 1997
  *Looking Back from the 21st Century*
  *The “Green” Global Room*
  *Behind Setbacks of the Un Earth Summit: Lack of US Leadership*
  Investors’ New Bill of Rights (2 folders)
  *Toward Sustainable Communities: Resources for Citizens and Their Governments*
  Economics and Evolution: An Ethos for an Action Researcher (2 folders)
  Forward, World Yearbook of Education 1998: Futures Education
  What’s Next in the Great Debate About Measuring Wealth and Progress?
  Smarter Sanctions
  Educating for our Global Future
  WLD Congress Women
  *Looking back from the 21st Century*
  *Let’s Clean up our Corrupted Democracies!*
  The New Information Wars
Writings
  *What if Boomers Can’t Retire?*, 1999
  *Compassion or Competition*, 2000
Nobel Prizes and the Bank of Sweden’s Game, 2005
The Cuckoo’s Egg in the Nobel Prize Nest, 2006
Neocon-Men, Rove and Gringrich Pushing World War III, 2006
‘Chicago Boys’ Curse Comes Home to Wall Street, 2008
What’s Wrong with Market Economics and GDP?, 2008
Time for True Market Reform, 2007 (2 folders)
Regime Change in the USA, 2006
“Freeing our Minds: Embracing New Possibilities,” 2004
Economists as Advocates, 2005
Where is Intelligent Design?, 2005
The Politics of Money, 2006
Legacy interview, 2004
Nobel Memorial Prize

Box 71
Trumps Tweets
Trumps-Electoral College
Nobel Memorial Price
Hazel Henderson, 2008-2009
Letters to NY Times, 2006
IPS
Pope’s visit, 2015
Pashtunistan
Writings
U.S. Congress: The Best Money Can Buy, 2010
G-20: Reform the Global Casino, 2009
IPS 2015
Transforming Finance to Grow Green Sustainable Economies, 2011
A Win-Win Pan for Iceland, Britain and the Netherlands, 2010
IPS 2010
Curbing Financial Trading, 2009
How Will Wall Street Greet the Pope, 2015 (2 folders)
Assessing Risks of Fossil Reserves: Are They Fuel or Feedstocks?, 2016
Bernanke and Milton Friedman Were Right: Helicopter Money or Qualitative Easing?, 2016
The Idiocy of Things Requires an “Information Habeas Corpus,” 2016
Aligning the Supreme Court with the US Constitution, 2016
NGOs Still Leading the Global Debate on Climate, 2015
Risks! What Risks?, 2015
Are We Locking Earth into a Space Prison?, 2018
“Steering Societies from GDP’s 7 Deadly Sins to SDGs and the Golden Rule,” 2019
“Let’s Train Humans First….Before We Train Machines,” 2018
“Money is Not Wealth: Cryptos v. Fiats!,” 2018
“Restoring Net Neutrality,” 2017
Commercial Influence at FCC: A Challenge to Free Speech, 2017
Greening Trump’s Infrastructure Plan, 2016
Hazel Henderson interview, September 21, 2016
Advisory Council
Research files
  Population
  Trump Transition
  MIFID 2, 2017
  Arts and Recreation/Tourism
  Mutual Fund Industry Issues
  Environment
  Overview Mid-1996
  Safety
  Education
  Human Rights
  Income
  Infrastructure
  Energy-GDP

Box 72
Research files
  Shelter
  Military
  Employment
  Health
1998 Miscellaneous General Correspondence
CSIF Advisory Council, 1997
Calvert Group
  CH Quality of Life overview 1998
  Indicators - CFI, November 30, 1993
  Miscellaneous files (3 folders)
  SIF-AC + CH Quality of Life, April 1997
  February 16, 1994
  Calvert-Henderson, Quality of Life forward
  Calvert-Henderson blurbs
  Marketing Calvert-Henderson, Quality of Life
  Calvert-Henderson, Quality of Life handbook
Green Transition Scorecard (GTS)
  2018 Clips (5 folders)
  2017

Box 73
Miscellaneous research file
AISEC BASEL, 1997
Bucky Fuller Institute
TODA Institute
Boston Research Center for the 21st Century
Ethical Markets Awards, WEF, January 2019
Award press release and invite, copies
G20 2012, Mexico
Argentina, Brother David, 2018
360/2030 Terry Mollner
Growing A Peace Economy, Jodie Evans - Henderson articles
Green Transition Scorecard, 2018 report
Gender and Statistics discussion, 2002, transcripts
Finland, reading
An Evolutionary Synthesis: A New World View, Barbara Marx Hubbard, 2008
The United Nations University
Miscellaneous articles
Americans Talk Issues, Survey #21, 1993
Miscellaneous clips
Taking Nature into Account conference program, 1995
Miscellaneous journals, magazines and clips
Conference and event programs

Box 74
Reports
The Transition Risk-o-Meter
Global Unions Committee on Worker’s Capital research report
Dow Jones Sustainability Group Index, 1999
Future Humans Trilogy, Book 2
Women’s Leadership Development Event, 2009
Photographs
Noetic Sciences Institute
Geoengineering the Climate, 2009
International Seminar: New World Trends and the Future of Oil and Energy, Venezuela, 2000 (2 folders)
CAPRA, Hazel Henderson
The Future of Humanity: Global Civilization and China’s Rejuvenation, Jin, 2018
Global Infrastructure Fund
Division of Continuing Education (DOCE) extra copies
CEQ 2000 Project
Making the World Work Catalog
Global NGO - TV
UNSC proposal
Correspondence
Ephemera
American Arbitration Association
Miscellaneous journals, magazines and clips

Box 75
Miscellaneous articles and book reviews, Hazel Henderson (3 folders)
*China’s Eurasian Century?*, Rolland, 2017
*Fortune*, June 2018
*American and the China Threat*, Urio, 2022
Event and trip file, 1985-2018
E Magazine/Ad contract
Ethical Markets
  Green Transition Scorecard, 2018-2019
  Advisory Board
Miscellaneous published reference material (2 folders)
Miscellaneous research files (3 folders)

Box 76 (partially-full)
Miscellaneous research files (3 folders)
*Journal for Quality & Participation*, March/April 1999
Clippings, 1998

Box 77
Hazel Henderson books
  *Building a Win-Win World: Life Beyond Global Economic Warfare*, 1996
  *Paradigms in Progress: Life Beyond Economics*, 1991
  *Alem da Globalizacao*, 2003
  *The United Nations: Policy and Financing Alternatives*, 1995 (2 books)
  *Beyond Globalization: Shaping a Sustainable Global Economy*, 1999
  *Planetary Citizenship*, 2002
  *Growing the Green Economy*, 2006
  *Creating Alternative Futures: The Ending of Economics*, 1996
  *Construindo um Mundo Onde Todos Ganhem*, 1996
  *The Power of Yin*, 2007
  *Redefining Wealth and Progress*, 1989
Miscellaneous books
  *Compassion or Competition*, 2002
  *Compaixao ou Competicao*
  *Dialogo para o Futuro*, 2006
  *Cidadania Planetaria*, 2005
  *Za hooi Truong Toan Cau va Tuong Lai Nhan Loai*, 2014
Foreign language books (10 books)
Buckminster Fuller Institute, network directory, 2007-2008

Box 78-87 Audiovisual Material
Box 78
VHS tapes
Sustainable Development in Central Asia, 1997
Journey Towards the 3rd Millennium, n.d.
Future Views, n.d.
Federal News Service: National Press Club Luncheon, December 1, 2002
#113 Thinking Globally-Acting Locally Telecon Taping, n.d.
ABC World News Tonight, October 14, 1994
A Line in the Sand, November 14, 1990
Caracas Tapes, Tape #1-3, n.d.
Caracas Tapes, Tape #4-5, n.d.
Building Sustainability with the Natural Step: UT-Houston’s Journey, April 1999
Parliamentarians for Global Action: Program 2, n.d.
The Road to Clean Elections, n.d.
New Models for New Media…in a world with no boundaries,” December 3-5, 1996
Power and the People - Our Future in Europe? June 11, 1995
Comision Sur Ingles, n.d.
The Agenda, BBC-TV, April 1996
Planetary Citizenship Moving Into the Age of Light, n.d.
People Count: Consumed with Consumption,” September 2000
Beyond Globalization: Shaping a Sustainable Global Economy by Hazel Henderson, n.d. (2 tapes)
Hazel Henderson: Answering Swedish Questions, March 4, 1999 (3 tapes)
Beyond Globalization: The Politics of the Solar Age, March 20, 2000 (2 tapes)
FL Coastal School of Law, n.d.
From the Heart of the World, n.d.
Transition to Sustainability, February 1992
Class of 2000 Commencement: Soka University of America, December 13, 2000
Forum 2000, n.d. (2 tapes)
The Big Picture Summit: Towards wholistic thinking, 1994
Profit the Earth, May 21, 1990
The Possible Human; The Possible Society; Alternative Nobel Prizes; He and She Futures, n.d.
Waging Peace, January 18, 1992
Programa Roda Viva, n.d.
Roger Doudna in Conversation With: Hazel Henderson, n.d.

Box 79
VHS tapes
Global Economy and the Environment, September 21, 1996
Peace and the New Economics, May 2000
FL Coastal School of Law, n.d.
Technology, Servant or Master? Seeing the Whole World, n.d.
The Battle for Peace - Reels 1 & 2, n.d.
The Public Voice, November 13, 1991
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United Nations Association of San Francisco presents Interviews on Globalization with John W. MacDonald, Hazel Henderson, and Jerome C. Glenn, 2003
Minds for History, May 1989
A Quiet Revolution, n.d.
Bartle Bogle Hegarty Millennium Project, n.d.
The Military Budget & You, 1998
Hazel Henderson: Moving the Economy, n.d.
The UN’s Blue Helmets, December 10, 1989
Youth Voices Toward Creative Problem Solving, n.d.
Hazel Henderson - Building a Win-Win World Third Annual Conference on Spirituality in Business, November 1997
Highlights of the ILO’s Groundrules for a Global Economy Forum, May 14, 1997
This is AMERICA with Dennis Wholey, n.d.
Ecological Options Network, n.d.
The Health Connection, n.d.
Hazel Henderson Brazil Interview, n.d.
The Earth Summit, n.d.
Forum 2000, Prague, Czech Republic, n.d.
Mandate from Main Street: Americans Advise the Next President, September 30, 1988
Energy Crisis Special, May 31, 1990
The Ideal Self-interest, n.d.
Pal Copy HH Sweden, May 3, 1999 (2 tapes)
Electronic Town Meetings, n.d.
Planet Live, n.d.
Opening Doors Within, January 4, 1991
Values in Economics, 2003
Worth Quoting, July 17, 1992

Box 80
VHS tapes
  Ethical Market Place
    The Ethical Marketplace - Approval Copy, April 1, 2003
    Ethical Marketplace - Final Approval, May 9, 2003
    Hazel Henderson Analysis for Ethical Marketplace, April 8, 2004
    Pilot - Hazel Henderson Commentary, April 19, 2004
    Pilot - Hazel Henderson Commentary, April 23, 2004
    Opening Sequence, April 30, 2004
    Reforming International Finance - Programs 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, 2004
    101 - Redefining Success, March 2, 2005
    101 - Redefining Success, March 10, 2005
    102 - Global Corporate Citizenship, March 29, 2005
    103 - Love Economy, March 29, 2005
    104 - Green Building and Design, March 29, 2005
    105 - Community Investing, n.d.
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106 - Fair Trade, n.d.
107 - Women Owned Businesses, n.d.
109 - Shareholder Activism, n.d.
110 - Transformation of Work, n.d.
111 - Clean Food, n.d.
112 - Health and Wellness, n.d.
113 - Socially Responsible Investing, n.d.
Promotional Tape, n.d.
Window Dub, n.d.
Hazel Henderson, n.d.
Choices for the 21st Century: Public Policy Discussions in Your Local Library,
n.d.
Journey Towards the 3rd Millennium, n.d.
Hazel Henderson - Creating Alternative Futures, July 3, 1985
Social Justice Events, n.d.
Bird Sink: Our Water at Risk, n.d.
Reforming International Finance, n.d. (2 tapes)
Socially Responsible Investment Story, n.d.
Creating Alternative Futures, n.d.
Economics as if People Mattered, n.d.
Our Future, Our Planet: The First Global Youth Summit, n.d.

Box 81
VHS tapes
Worth Quoting: Sahtouris/Henderson, 1993 (3 tapes)
Close Up, n.d. (2 tapes)
Tele - Akademie: Dr. Hazel Henderson, n.d.
Norman Cousins Global Governance Award Presentation to Walter Cronkite,
October 19, 1999
Biz School, Hazel Henderson, NETIMPACT Conference, October 1999
Hazel Henderson: Peace & The New Economics, 1999 (2 tapes)
Hazel Henderson Interview, June 2, 2001
Reebok Segment, n.d.
Hazel Henderson: Enough For Are Needs - Not Our Greed
Hazel Henderson: Holistic Economics and Development
Hazel Henderson: Moving the Economy
Win-Win World and Liberating Your Soul, n.d.
EMM - Cleantech Window Dub Tapes 1-4, March 22-23, 2006
EMM - Cleantech Window Dub Tapes 5-7, March 22-23, 2006
Ethical Markets Investors Circle Conference, May 11-12, 2006
Tapes 5-9
Tapes 10-13
Tapes 14-17
Tapes 18
Saluting the People’s Summit, Birmingham, UK, May 1998
Hazel Henderson: Sustainable Development in Central Asia, n.d.
Jim Channon: Global Vision & Strategic Vision, December 19, 2006
Creating Alternative Futures: East Meets West, n.d.
Worth Quoting: Hazel Henderson and Exkert Wintzen, n.d. (3 tapes)
Creating Alternative Futures Series 2 Programs #7-8, December 27, 1985
Hazel Henderson and John Mills, August 24, 1989
A Course in Miracles - Workbook Lesson 191 - I am the Holy Son of GOD Himself: Tutored by Mater Teacher, n.d.
Dialogues with Hazel Henderson and Hubbard, n.d.

Box 82
VHS tapes
Hazel Henderson: Saluting the People’s Summit, n.d.
Science and Society; Post Industrial Futures; Peter Draper Interview; Jakob Von Uexkull Interview, n.d.
Hazel Henderson: Moving to Sustainable Consumption Patterns in the Global Economy, n.d.
Polygon Conclave, Internet Seminars: Seattle, Washington, August 21, 1999
Hazel Henderson, WHH, January 21, 2003
World Food Day, October 16, 1991
Creating Alternative Futures, 1984
Hazel Henderson ABC-TV: Lateline, 1994
Creating Alternative Futures, n.d.
Beyond Economics with Hazel Henderson, 2002
Forum 2000, Czech Republic, n.d.
Hazel Henderson, Washington Press Club Briefing, May 12, 1993
Finance Roughs, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, n.d.
Hazel Henderson, July 2001
Amana Key (3 tapes)
Earth Council Presents: A Quite Revolution, n.d.
Ethical Markets Investors Circle Conference: Window Dubs Tapes 1-4, May 11-12, 2006
Doing Well by Doing Good, n.d.
Hazel Henderson: Moving the Economy, n.d.
Hazel Henderson: Holistic Economics of Development, n.d. (2 tapes)
Hazel Henderson on Holistic Economic Development, June 10, 1998
Dialogues with Hazel Henderson
Seven Steps to New Millennium & Empowering Women’s Visions, n.d. (4 tapes)
Ecoliteracy & System Thinking & Redefining Cultural Values, 1993 (4 tapes)
Future Views & Strategies for Sustainable Economics, n.d. (5 tapes)
Box 83
VHS tapes
   Dialogues with Hazel Henderson, n.d.
   Toward the New Millennium
   Strategies for Sustainable Economics
   Ecoliteracy & Systems Thinking
   Redefining Cultural Values
WLC Gainesville Fla., 1985
   Shoot A-1837
   Shoot A-1838
   Shoot A-1840
   Shoot A-1842
   Shoot A-1844
   Shoot A-1845
   Shoot A-1848
   Shoot A-1850
   Shoot A-1852
Doing Well by Doing Good, n.d.
Hazel Henderson Speech, September 21, 1996
Hazel Henderson: Futurist, May 12, 1993
#106 The Turning Point; #107 He and She Futures, n.d.
Hazel Henderson, Finland Speech, September 2003
Japanese Television, 1993
Japanese Television, 2003
Worth Quoting: Ashok Khosla & Hazel Henderson, n.d.
Rethinking Globalization with Hazel Henderson
   Program 3: Shaping 21st Century Organizations, n.d. (3 tapes)
   The Link Between Human Rights and Responsibility, n.d.
   Organizational Change, n.d.
   Technology: Servant or Master? n.d.
   World Trade and Finance, n.d.
   Developing New Scorecards of Progress, n.d.
   Seeing the World Whole, n.d.
   Rethinking Globalization, n.d.
Hazel Henderson: Brazil Interview, n.d. (2 tapes)
Stopping the Coming Ice Age, n.d.
1996 International Executive Meeting and President’s Council, January 17-20, 1996
Life Beyond Economics, 1999

Box 84
VHS tapes
   Creating Alternative Futures, Cassette 1, 1989
   Creating Alternative Futures, Cassette 3, 1984
   Creating Alternative Futures, Cassette 1, n.d.
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The Ethical Marketplace, 1999 (2 tapes)
Building a Win Win World, 1999
Capturing Global Stands: The New Global Game (2 tapes)
Culture Jammer’s Video, n.d.
Kevin Sanders, CNN, World Court, n.d.
Building a Sustainable Economy, n.d.
Ecological Design: Inventing the Future, 1994
ECAR Conference, November 12, 1993
Creating Alternative Futures, Series 2, n.d.
Creating Alternative Futures Series 2 Programs # 7-8, December 27, 1985
Hazel Henderson, n.d. (2 tapes)

Betacam Tapes
Glass Onion Productions: Dr. Bob Lawless interview, February 4, 2005
Ethical Marketplace: Finished Pilot New master, July 6, 2004

MiniDVs
Transforming Finance (5 tapes)
Reforming Global Finance, n.d.
Hazel Henderson, October 16, 2006 (2 tapes)

Digital Data Storage (DDS) [data tapes] (Computer disk)
Week 1 FB I
Week 1 FB II
Week 2 FB I
Week 2 FB II
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Friday - Biz
Not labeled (2 tapes)

Miscellaneous computer disk (55, includes 2 flash drives)

CDs
Head Shots, February 24, 2008
EM Book Project, EM Photo Disk, May 26, 2006 (2 CDs)
Hazel Henderson Pictures (2 CDs)
TIFF images of Hazel & Alan, November 2003
Ethical Markets/Ethical Marketplace Photos (3 CDs)
Hazel Henderson Photos, n.d.
Alice Tepper Marlin - personal photos, n.d.
Cleantech Conference SF photos, March 22-23
Old HH Slide, n.d. (2 CDs)
Equal Access pictures, n.d.
Alice Tepper Marlin - SAI photos, n.d.
E.E. Schumacher Society Photos, n.d.
Envision Solar ppt, n.d.
Hazel Henderson PowerPoint Presentation, May 16, 2006
Good Deal for All Award PowerPoint, November 2, 2005
David Shoar PowerPoint, November 6, 2006
HH 2007-2008 webex ppts
HH Scans - Articles, n.d.
Global Footprint JPEGS, n.d.
Ethical Marketplace - Logotype Repro Files, December 23, 2004
Beyond GPD gen files, n.d.
Hazel Henderson Editorial, July 10, 2006
Ethical Markets Book
EMICO Conference: Vienna, Austria, April 28, 2006
HH Mills audit, n.d.
Hazel Henderson audio, August 13, 2002
R. Salen, January 13, 2008
Living on Purpose, March 13, 2005
Tamkang’s 50: Setting Sails in the New Millennium, 2000
Here on Earth, 0801K
Rosalinda Lo Rees, March 20, 2009
Marketplace on NPR, 2006
Money & Life Promo: Hazel Henderson interview February 2010
Adapting to the Age of Truth, October 9, 2004 (2 CDs)
Creating a New Civilization PowerPoint, November 2005 (2 CDs)

Box 85

DVDs

Ethical Markets/Ethical Marketplace, 2004-2013 (98 DVDs)
The Wisdom Leaders, Part 1, n.d. (7 DVDs)
The Wisdom Leaders, Part 2, n.d. (7 DVDs)
Forum Universal De Las Culturas, 2005
Wilson College, Graduating Class 2011
Meeting the Mystery of Money, n.d. (2 DVDs)
Tomorrow’s Winners, n.d.
Transforming Finance 2.0, n.d. (4 DVDs)
Transforming Finance 2.0, 2012
The Money Fix, 2008-2009 (3 DVDs)
Interviews
   Hazel Henderson, July 10, 2008
   Michael Hopkins, n.d.
   Tessa Tennent, September 4, 2007
   Michael Grunwald, December 16, 2013 (3 DVDs)
Hazel Henderson, Happy Birthday, March 2013
Pavlov: NTSC, n.d.
Scenarios 2020
Anne Lovette, n.d.
Veterans Views & News, July 2008
Iraq: 4 Realities and 20 Actions, May 17, 2006
Clean Energy Week, n.d.
Planetary Citizenship Moving Into the Age of Light, 2004
SOKA net Website Contents, n.d.
The Organic Opportunity, 2008
Coming Home, 2009 (2 DVDs)
3 shows with timecode, February 14, 2013
In Search of the Future, June 2008
Apresentacao: Rosa Alegria, n.d.
New Paths to Sustainable Global Development, n.d.
Designing Sustainable Mobility: 2007 Summit Overview, 2007
Profile of Hazel Henderson, 2009
ICT for Capacity-Building: Critical Success Factors, May 11-13, 2005
The American Evolution, n.d. (4 DVDs)
Celebrating 20 Years of Creating Dynamic Futures, n.d.
Gunter Pauli: UN Environment Summit, February 2007
Ecocity Drawings, Richard Register
Share Values or Shared Values: Rethinking Our Priorities, 2008
EM Photos by chapter, n.d.
DVDs without labels/titles (4 DVDs)

Box 86
Audio cassettes
- Tapes with no label (17 tapes)
- Miscellaneous lecture/interview tapes, 1970s-2000s (183 tapes)

Box 87
Audio cassettes
- Miscellaneous lecture/interview tapes, 1970s-2000s (31 tapes)
- New Dimensions: The Sounds of a New World Emerging (124 tapes)
- Echoes of the Eternal Message (7 tapes)
- World Game ‘77/’78 (3 tapes)
- The Healthcare Forum (2 tapes)
- Consider the Alternatives (3 tapes)
- Lindisfarne Tapes (5 tapes)
- Cleantech (4 tapes)
- WLC Gainesville, Florida (8 tapes)
- Stephen Rechtschaffen lectures (6 tapes)
- Miscellaneous interviews (3 tapes) [micro cassettes]

Audiovisual Material

v.t. 1 Alternatives Future, reel 1, July 25, 1985
v.t. 2 Creating Alternatives Futures, reel 2 of 3, April 8, 1985
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